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In General Relativity,
Einstein Eq

non-linear

“Averaging” is NOT trivial



(Long-standing) Problem

“evolved”  universe
 Evolution of 

                         “averaged” universe
1) Both agree or not ? 
2) If not, 

                           what’s difference?

Averaging of
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§１ Lagrange approach
in GR
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GR extension of 
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The Lagrangian description of fluid flow in relativistic cosmology is extended to the case of flow accelerated

by pressure. In the description, the entropy and the vorticity are obtained exactly for the baryotropic equation

of state. In order to determine the metric, the Einstein equation is solved perturbatively, when metric fluctua-

tions are small but entropy inhomogeneities are large. Thus, the present formalism is applicable to the case

when the inhomogeneities are small in the large scale but locally nonlinear.

PACS number!s": 98.80.Hw, 04.25.Nx

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the evolution of fluids in the expanding
universe is of great interest in cosmology. Here, we develop
a relativistic version of the Lagrangian description of fluid
flow for the following reason: First, let us make a compari-
son between the Eulerian description and the Lagrangian
one. In the Eulerian approach, all variables are expanded in
series. Consequently, the density contrast should be small.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian framework is based on a
description along the fluid flow, so that we can solve exactly
the continuity equation for the density. This is a great advan-
tage, since we can tackle the dynamics at the nonlinear stage.
Next, we compare the Newtonian treatment with the general
relativistic one. The Newtonian treatment is often used as a
good approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the
length scale of fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the
Hubble radius. Thus, the treatment is restricted within small
scales, though it enables us to understand its results quite
intuitively. On the other hand, there are no restrictions on
scales in the general relativistic treatment. Hence, the rela-
tivistic version of the Lagrangian description is most useful
for studying a highly nonlinear region in the expanding uni-
verse up to the caustic formation. For dust, the Lagrangian
description is formulated generally #1–3$. Now, we extend it
to the case of fluid with pressure. This case includes the
radiation dominated era in the early universe and the collaps-
ing region in which the velocity dispersion grows signifi-
cantly at the late stage.
A key idea in the Lagrangian description of the universe

is as follows #4,5$: We illustrate it in Newtonian cosmology
for simplicity. The density is exactly obtained along the fluid
flow. The Poisson equation for the cosmological Newtonian
potential % is

&%"4'G!(#(b", !1.1"

where (b denotes a density in a background universe. This is
estimated as

! L
l
" 2%)* , !1.2"

where * denotes the density contrast. In the cosmological
situation, % can be safely considered as small, even if the
density contrast blows up in the small scale. Actually, this
occurs when l/L goes to zero, namely, in the small scale. We
can expect that the idea works well also in the relativistic
case, if % is replaced by the metric. The fluid flow approach
has been discussed by several authors #6–9$. However, their
treatment is not satisfactory, since their formulations are
based on the fluid flow but they solve their equations pertur-
batively by splitting the flow into the background and per-
turbed parts. Hence, their approach is still restricted within
the small density contrast.
In Sec. II, we consider the perfect fluid. It is shown that

the entropy and the vorticity are determined exactly based on
the Lagrange condition. Under this condition, Sec. III pre-
sents a perturbative Lagrangian approach. The conclusions
are given in Sec. IV. Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin
indices from 1 to 3. We use the unit c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION

Let us consider a universe filled with a perfect fluid,
whose energy-momentum tensor is written as

T+,"!-$P "u+u,$Pg+,. !2.1"

The conservation law becomes

!-u+" ;+$Pu+
;+"0, !2.2"

!-$P "u+;,u
,$P ,,.+

, "0, !2.3"

where we defined the projection tensor as

.,
+"*,

+$u+u, . !2.4"

Here, we assume the barotropic equation of state as P
"P(-), so that we can introduce the entropy and the en-
thalpy, respectively, as #10,11$

s"exp! # d-

-$P
" , !2.5"
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Dust-dominated universe

Lagrangian description of fluid flow with vorticity in relativistic cosmology
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We develop Lagrangian perturbation theory in general relativistic cosmology, which enables us to take into

account the vortical effect of dust matter. Under the Lagrangian representation of fluid flow, the propagation

equation for the vorticity as well as the density is exactly solved. Based on this, the coupling between the

density and vorticity is clarified in a nonperturbative way. The relativistic correspondence to the Lagrangian

perturbation theory in Newtonian cosmology is also emphasized. #S0556-2821!99"03612-7$
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluids in the expanding universe is of

great importance in cosmology. For investigating such dy-
namics, the Newtonian treatment is often used as a good
approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the scale of
fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the Hubble radius
#1$. In Newtonian cosmology, Lagrangian perturbation
theory in a dust universe has been developed for nonlinear
density fluctuations, up to the caustic formation #2–5$. In
order to take into account the relativistic correction to the
Newtonian dynamics, the cosmological post-Newtonian ap-
proximation has been formulated #6,7$. Furthermore, in the
cosmological post-Newtonian approximation, Lagrangian
perturbation theory has been also discussed #8,9$. Such a
treatment beyond the Newtonian approximation may become
important not only because of theoretical interest but also
because of the recent progress in observational cosmology.
For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey !SDSS" aims at a
deep survey over several hundred Mpc #10$, in which it is
not clear whether the Newtonian treatment is sufficient for
such a large area.
Relativistic theories of linear perturbations have been de-

veloped #1,11,12$. A second-order extension of relativistic
perturbation theory has been also developed #13$. However,
they still depend on the assumption that the density fluctua-
tion is small. In order to overcome the drawbacks, several
perturbative approaches for nonlinear dynamics have been
proposed, which are based on the fluid flow approach #14$,
the gradient expansion method #15–17$, or the relativistic
Lagrangian approach #18,19$. It is shown that the relativistic
post-Zel’dovich approximation, a second-order extension of
the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
the nonlinear evolution of the density contrast with higher
accuracy than conventional second-order theory #20$.
So far, however, these relativistic approaches are all re-

stricted to the irrotational dust. There has been no established
way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
integrals of the density and the vorticity in general relativity,
in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
suggests strongly that the Lagrangian condition allows us to
formulate a Lagrangian description in relativistic cosmology.
Under this condition, Sec. III presents a perturbative La-
grangian approach. A summary and discussion are given in
Sec. VI. For comparison, the vorticity in Newtonian cosmol-
ogy is discussed in Appendix A. Residual gauge freedoms in
the Lagrangian condition are clarified in Appendix B. Greek
indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. We
use units of c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF DUST FLUID

Let us consider a simple dust universe, in which the en-
ergy momentum tensor is written as

T%&"'u%u&. !2.1"

The conservation law T%&
;&"0 gives

' ;%u
%#'u%

;%"0, !2.2"

u%
;&u

&"0, !2.3"

which are called the continuity equation and the geodesic
equation, respectively.
The vorticity (% of the fluid flow is defined by #21$

()*
1

2
+)%&'u%u&;' , !2.4"

where +)%&' denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

+0123"1/!$g and g*det(g%&). From the geodesic equation
!2.3", we obtain the propagation equation for the vorticity
#21$:

(%
;&u

&#u&
;&(%"u%

;&(&. !2.5"

Using Eq. (2.2), we have

! (%

' "
;&

u&"u ;&
% ! (&

' " , !2.6"

which may be called the relativistic Beltrami equation #cf.
Eq. !A10" in Appendix A$.
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the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
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way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
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in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
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Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as
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for the vorticity is written as
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To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate
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where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of
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Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
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The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.
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The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as
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We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.
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The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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h!exp! " dP

!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as

! h'$

s
#
;%

u%

h
!! u$

h
#
;%

h'%

s
. "2.10#

To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply

"s!#g # ,0!0. "2.13#

Therefore,

s"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
s"x,t0#. "2.14#

The relativistic Beltrami equation "2.10# also becomes sim-
ply

! h' i

s
#
,0

!0, "2.15#

which is integrated to give

h' i

s
!
h' i

s
$
t0

. "2.16#

This is also expressed as

h' i"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
h' i"x,t0#. "2.17#

The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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Lagrange condition

h!exp! " dP

!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as

! h'$

s
#
;%

u%

h
!! u$

h
#
;%

h'%

s
. "2.10#

To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply

"s!#g # ,0!0. "2.13#

Therefore,

s"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
s"x,t0#. "2.14#

The relativistic Beltrami equation "2.10# also becomes sim-
ply

! h' i

s
#
,0

!0, "2.15#

which is integrated to give

h' i

s
!
h' i

s
$
t0

. "2.16#

This is also expressed as

h' i"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
h' i"x,t0#. "2.17#

The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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Exactly solved (formally)

The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:

G!"u
!u"!3! ȧ

a
" 2"2 ȧ

a
%3ḢL"/2ḢT&

#
2

a2
! ȧ
a

/2B"/2HL" , %3.6&

G!"u
!P"

i!#2!HL"
ȧ

a
B "

,i

.

"
1

2
/2! ḣ i# 1

a2
bi"

#2! ȧ
a
" .bi , %3.7&
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The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:

G!"u
!u"!3! ȧ

a
" 2"2 ȧ

a
%3ḢL"/2ḢT&

#
2

a2
! ȧ
a

/2B"/2HL" , %3.6&

G!"u
!P"

i!#2!HL"
ȧ

a
B "

,i

.

"
1

2
/2! ḣ i# 1

a2
bi"

#2! ȧ
a
" .bi , %3.7&
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The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:

G!"u
!u"!3! ȧ

a
" 2"2 ȧ

a
%3ḢL"/2ḢT&

#
2

a2
! ȧ
a

/2B"/2HL" , %3.6&

G!"u
!P"
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ȧ

a
B "
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2
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a
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The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:
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The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:
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where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply
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which is integrated to give
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This is also expressed as
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The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying
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, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:
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We develop Lagrangian perturbation theory in general relativistic cosmology, which enables us to take into

account the vortical effect of dust matter. Under the Lagrangian representation of fluid flow, the propagation

equation for the vorticity as well as the density is exactly solved. Based on this, the coupling between the

density and vorticity is clarified in a nonperturbative way. The relativistic correspondence to the Lagrangian

perturbation theory in Newtonian cosmology is also emphasized. #S0556-2821!99"03612-7$
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluids in the expanding universe is of

great importance in cosmology. For investigating such dy-
namics, the Newtonian treatment is often used as a good
approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the scale of
fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the Hubble radius
#1$. In Newtonian cosmology, Lagrangian perturbation
theory in a dust universe has been developed for nonlinear
density fluctuations, up to the caustic formation #2–5$. In
order to take into account the relativistic correction to the
Newtonian dynamics, the cosmological post-Newtonian ap-
proximation has been formulated #6,7$. Furthermore, in the
cosmological post-Newtonian approximation, Lagrangian
perturbation theory has been also discussed #8,9$. Such a
treatment beyond the Newtonian approximation may become
important not only because of theoretical interest but also
because of the recent progress in observational cosmology.
For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey !SDSS" aims at a
deep survey over several hundred Mpc #10$, in which it is
not clear whether the Newtonian treatment is sufficient for
such a large area.
Relativistic theories of linear perturbations have been de-

veloped #1,11,12$. A second-order extension of relativistic
perturbation theory has been also developed #13$. However,
they still depend on the assumption that the density fluctua-
tion is small. In order to overcome the drawbacks, several
perturbative approaches for nonlinear dynamics have been
proposed, which are based on the fluid flow approach #14$,
the gradient expansion method #15–17$, or the relativistic
Lagrangian approach #18,19$. It is shown that the relativistic
post-Zel’dovich approximation, a second-order extension of
the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
the nonlinear evolution of the density contrast with higher
accuracy than conventional second-order theory #20$.
So far, however, these relativistic approaches are all re-

stricted to the irrotational dust. There has been no established
way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
integrals of the density and the vorticity in general relativity,
in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
suggests strongly that the Lagrangian condition allows us to
formulate a Lagrangian description in relativistic cosmology.
Under this condition, Sec. III presents a perturbative La-
grangian approach. A summary and discussion are given in
Sec. VI. For comparison, the vorticity in Newtonian cosmol-
ogy is discussed in Appendix A. Residual gauge freedoms in
the Lagrangian condition are clarified in Appendix B. Greek
indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. We
use units of c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF DUST FLUID

Let us consider a simple dust universe, in which the en-
ergy momentum tensor is written as

T%&"'u%u&. !2.1"

The conservation law T%&
;&"0 gives

' ;%u
%#'u%

;%"0, !2.2"

u%
;&u

&"0, !2.3"

which are called the continuity equation and the geodesic
equation, respectively.
The vorticity (% of the fluid flow is defined by #21$

()*
1

2
+)%&'u%u&;' , !2.4"

where +)%&' denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

+0123"1/!$g and g*det(g%&). From the geodesic equation
!2.3", we obtain the propagation equation for the vorticity
#21$:

(%
;&u

&#u&
;&(%"u%

;&(&. !2.5"

Using Eq. (2.2), we have

! (%

' "
;&

u&"u ;&
% ! (&

' " , !2.6"

which may be called the relativistic Beltrami equation #cf.
Eq. !A10" in Appendix A$.
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The Lagrangian description of fluid flow in relativistic cosmology is extended to the case of flow accelerated

by pressure. In the description, the entropy and the vorticity are obtained exactly for the baryotropic equation

of state. In order to determine the metric, the Einstein equation is solved perturbatively, when metric fluctua-

tions are small but entropy inhomogeneities are large. Thus, the present formalism is applicable to the case

when the inhomogeneities are small in the large scale but locally nonlinear.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the evolution of fluids in the expanding
universe is of great interest in cosmology. Here, we develop
a relativistic version of the Lagrangian description of fluid
flow for the following reason: First, let us make a compari-
son between the Eulerian description and the Lagrangian
one. In the Eulerian approach, all variables are expanded in
series. Consequently, the density contrast should be small.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian framework is based on a
description along the fluid flow, so that we can solve exactly
the continuity equation for the density. This is a great advan-
tage, since we can tackle the dynamics at the nonlinear stage.
Next, we compare the Newtonian treatment with the general
relativistic one. The Newtonian treatment is often used as a
good approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the
length scale of fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the
Hubble radius. Thus, the treatment is restricted within small
scales, though it enables us to understand its results quite
intuitively. On the other hand, there are no restrictions on
scales in the general relativistic treatment. Hence, the rela-
tivistic version of the Lagrangian description is most useful
for studying a highly nonlinear region in the expanding uni-
verse up to the caustic formation. For dust, the Lagrangian
description is formulated generally #1–3$. Now, we extend it
to the case of fluid with pressure. This case includes the
radiation dominated era in the early universe and the collaps-
ing region in which the velocity dispersion grows signifi-
cantly at the late stage.
A key idea in the Lagrangian description of the universe

is as follows #4,5$: We illustrate it in Newtonian cosmology
for simplicity. The density is exactly obtained along the fluid
flow. The Poisson equation for the cosmological Newtonian
potential % is

&%"4'G!(#(b", !1.1"

where (b denotes a density in a background universe. This is
estimated as

! L
l
" 2%)* , !1.2"

where * denotes the density contrast. In the cosmological
situation, % can be safely considered as small, even if the
density contrast blows up in the small scale. Actually, this
occurs when l/L goes to zero, namely, in the small scale. We
can expect that the idea works well also in the relativistic
case, if % is replaced by the metric. The fluid flow approach
has been discussed by several authors #6–9$. However, their
treatment is not satisfactory, since their formulations are
based on the fluid flow but they solve their equations pertur-
batively by splitting the flow into the background and per-
turbed parts. Hence, their approach is still restricted within
the small density contrast.
In Sec. II, we consider the perfect fluid. It is shown that

the entropy and the vorticity are determined exactly based on
the Lagrange condition. Under this condition, Sec. III pre-
sents a perturbative Lagrangian approach. The conclusions
are given in Sec. IV. Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin
indices from 1 to 3. We use the unit c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION

Let us consider a universe filled with a perfect fluid,
whose energy-momentum tensor is written as

T+,"!-$P "u+u,$Pg+,. !2.1"

The conservation law becomes

!-u+" ;+$Pu+
;+"0, !2.2"

!-$P "u+;,u
,$P ,,.+

, "0, !2.3"

where we defined the projection tensor as

.,
+"*,

+$u+u, . !2.4"

Here, we assume the barotropic equation of state as P
"P(-), so that we can introduce the entropy and the en-
thalpy, respectively, as #10,11$

s"exp! # d-

-$P
" , !2.5"
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluids in the expanding universe is of

great importance in cosmology. For investigating such dy-
namics, the Newtonian treatment is often used as a good
approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the scale of
fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the Hubble radius
#1$. In Newtonian cosmology, Lagrangian perturbation
theory in a dust universe has been developed for nonlinear
density fluctuations, up to the caustic formation #2–5$. In
order to take into account the relativistic correction to the
Newtonian dynamics, the cosmological post-Newtonian ap-
proximation has been formulated #6,7$. Furthermore, in the
cosmological post-Newtonian approximation, Lagrangian
perturbation theory has been also discussed #8,9$. Such a
treatment beyond the Newtonian approximation may become
important not only because of theoretical interest but also
because of the recent progress in observational cosmology.
For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey !SDSS" aims at a
deep survey over several hundred Mpc #10$, in which it is
not clear whether the Newtonian treatment is sufficient for
such a large area.
Relativistic theories of linear perturbations have been de-

veloped #1,11,12$. A second-order extension of relativistic
perturbation theory has been also developed #13$. However,
they still depend on the assumption that the density fluctua-
tion is small. In order to overcome the drawbacks, several
perturbative approaches for nonlinear dynamics have been
proposed, which are based on the fluid flow approach #14$,
the gradient expansion method #15–17$, or the relativistic
Lagrangian approach #18,19$. It is shown that the relativistic
post-Zel’dovich approximation, a second-order extension of
the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
the nonlinear evolution of the density contrast with higher
accuracy than conventional second-order theory #20$.
So far, however, these relativistic approaches are all re-

stricted to the irrotational dust. There has been no established
way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
integrals of the density and the vorticity in general relativity,
in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
suggests strongly that the Lagrangian condition allows us to
formulate a Lagrangian description in relativistic cosmology.
Under this condition, Sec. III presents a perturbative La-
grangian approach. A summary and discussion are given in
Sec. VI. For comparison, the vorticity in Newtonian cosmol-
ogy is discussed in Appendix A. Residual gauge freedoms in
the Lagrangian condition are clarified in Appendix B. Greek
indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. We
use units of c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF DUST FLUID

Let us consider a simple dust universe, in which the en-
ergy momentum tensor is written as
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The conservation law T%&
;&"0 gives
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which are called the continuity equation and the geodesic
equation, respectively.
The vorticity (% of the fluid flow is defined by #21$
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where +)%&' denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the evolution of fluids in the expanding
universe is of great interest in cosmology. Here, we develop
a relativistic version of the Lagrangian description of fluid
flow for the following reason: First, let us make a compari-
son between the Eulerian description and the Lagrangian
one. In the Eulerian approach, all variables are expanded in
series. Consequently, the density contrast should be small.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian framework is based on a
description along the fluid flow, so that we can solve exactly
the continuity equation for the density. This is a great advan-
tage, since we can tackle the dynamics at the nonlinear stage.
Next, we compare the Newtonian treatment with the general
relativistic one. The Newtonian treatment is often used as a
good approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the
length scale of fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the
Hubble radius. Thus, the treatment is restricted within small
scales, though it enables us to understand its results quite
intuitively. On the other hand, there are no restrictions on
scales in the general relativistic treatment. Hence, the rela-
tivistic version of the Lagrangian description is most useful
for studying a highly nonlinear region in the expanding uni-
verse up to the caustic formation. For dust, the Lagrangian
description is formulated generally #1–3$. Now, we extend it
to the case of fluid with pressure. This case includes the
radiation dominated era in the early universe and the collaps-
ing region in which the velocity dispersion grows signifi-
cantly at the late stage.
A key idea in the Lagrangian description of the universe

is as follows #4,5$: We illustrate it in Newtonian cosmology
for simplicity. The density is exactly obtained along the fluid
flow. The Poisson equation for the cosmological Newtonian
potential % is
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where (b denotes a density in a background universe. This is
estimated as
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where * denotes the density contrast. In the cosmological
situation, % can be safely considered as small, even if the
density contrast blows up in the small scale. Actually, this
occurs when l/L goes to zero, namely, in the small scale. We
can expect that the idea works well also in the relativistic
case, if % is replaced by the metric. The fluid flow approach
has been discussed by several authors #6–9$. However, their
treatment is not satisfactory, since their formulations are
based on the fluid flow but they solve their equations pertur-
batively by splitting the flow into the background and per-
turbed parts. Hence, their approach is still restricted within
the small density contrast.
In Sec. II, we consider the perfect fluid. It is shown that

the entropy and the vorticity are determined exactly based on
the Lagrange condition. Under this condition, Sec. III pre-
sents a perturbative Lagrangian approach. The conclusions
are given in Sec. IV. Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin
indices from 1 to 3. We use the unit c"1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the evolution of fluids in the expanding
universe is of great interest in cosmology. Here, we develop
a relativistic version of the Lagrangian description of fluid
flow for the following reason: First, let us make a compari-
son between the Eulerian description and the Lagrangian
one. In the Eulerian approach, all variables are expanded in
series. Consequently, the density contrast should be small.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian framework is based on a
description along the fluid flow, so that we can solve exactly
the continuity equation for the density. This is a great advan-
tage, since we can tackle the dynamics at the nonlinear stage.
Next, we compare the Newtonian treatment with the general
relativistic one. The Newtonian treatment is often used as a
good approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the
length scale of fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the
Hubble radius. Thus, the treatment is restricted within small
scales, though it enables us to understand its results quite
intuitively. On the other hand, there are no restrictions on
scales in the general relativistic treatment. Hence, the rela-
tivistic version of the Lagrangian description is most useful
for studying a highly nonlinear region in the expanding uni-
verse up to the caustic formation. For dust, the Lagrangian
description is formulated generally #1–3$. Now, we extend it
to the case of fluid with pressure. This case includes the
radiation dominated era in the early universe and the collaps-
ing region in which the velocity dispersion grows signifi-
cantly at the late stage.
A key idea in the Lagrangian description of the universe

is as follows #4,5$: We illustrate it in Newtonian cosmology
for simplicity. The density is exactly obtained along the fluid
flow. The Poisson equation for the cosmological Newtonian
potential % is

&%"4'G!(#(b", !1.1"

where (b denotes a density in a background universe. This is
estimated as

! L
l
" 2%)* , !1.2"

where * denotes the density contrast. In the cosmological
situation, % can be safely considered as small, even if the
density contrast blows up in the small scale. Actually, this
occurs when l/L goes to zero, namely, in the small scale. We
can expect that the idea works well also in the relativistic
case, if % is replaced by the metric. The fluid flow approach
has been discussed by several authors #6–9$. However, their
treatment is not satisfactory, since their formulations are
based on the fluid flow but they solve their equations pertur-
batively by splitting the flow into the background and per-
turbed parts. Hence, their approach is still restricted within
the small density contrast.
In Sec. II, we consider the perfect fluid. It is shown that

the entropy and the vorticity are determined exactly based on
the Lagrange condition. Under this condition, Sec. III pre-
sents a perturbative Lagrangian approach. The conclusions
are given in Sec. IV. Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin
indices from 1 to 3. We use the unit c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION

Let us consider a universe filled with a perfect fluid,
whose energy-momentum tensor is written as

T+,"!-$P "u+u,$Pg+,. !2.1"

The conservation law becomes

!-u+" ;+$Pu+
;+"0, !2.2"

!-$P "u+;,u
,$P ,,.+

, "0, !2.3"

where we defined the projection tensor as

.,
+"*,

+$u+u, . !2.4"

Here, we assume the barotropic equation of state as P
"P(-), so that we can introduce the entropy and the en-
thalpy, respectively, as #10,11$

s"exp! # d-

-$P
" , !2.5"
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Therefore, one may ask 
“can we choose
Lagrange condition
for such a non-geodesic?”

Yes, we can. 
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!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as

! h'$

s
#
;%

u%

h
!! u$

h
#
;%

h'%

s
. "2.10#

To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply

"s!#g # ,0!0. "2.13#

Therefore,

s"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
s"x,t0#. "2.14#

The relativistic Beltrami equation "2.10# also becomes sim-
ply

! h' i

s
#
,0

!0, "2.15#

which is integrated to give

h' i

s
!
h' i

s
$
t0

. "2.16#

This is also expressed as

h' i"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
h' i"x,t0#. "2.17#

The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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We develop Lagrangian perturbation theory in general relativistic cosmology, which enables us to take into

account the vortical effect of dust matter. Under the Lagrangian representation of fluid flow, the propagation

equation for the vorticity as well as the density is exactly solved. Based on this, the coupling between the

density and vorticity is clarified in a nonperturbative way. The relativistic correspondence to the Lagrangian

perturbation theory in Newtonian cosmology is also emphasized. #S0556-2821!99"03612-7$
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluids in the expanding universe is of

great importance in cosmology. For investigating such dy-
namics, the Newtonian treatment is often used as a good
approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the scale of
fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the Hubble radius
#1$. In Newtonian cosmology, Lagrangian perturbation
theory in a dust universe has been developed for nonlinear
density fluctuations, up to the caustic formation #2–5$. In
order to take into account the relativistic correction to the
Newtonian dynamics, the cosmological post-Newtonian ap-
proximation has been formulated #6,7$. Furthermore, in the
cosmological post-Newtonian approximation, Lagrangian
perturbation theory has been also discussed #8,9$. Such a
treatment beyond the Newtonian approximation may become
important not only because of theoretical interest but also
because of the recent progress in observational cosmology.
For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey !SDSS" aims at a
deep survey over several hundred Mpc #10$, in which it is
not clear whether the Newtonian treatment is sufficient for
such a large area.
Relativistic theories of linear perturbations have been de-

veloped #1,11,12$. A second-order extension of relativistic
perturbation theory has been also developed #13$. However,
they still depend on the assumption that the density fluctua-
tion is small. In order to overcome the drawbacks, several
perturbative approaches for nonlinear dynamics have been
proposed, which are based on the fluid flow approach #14$,
the gradient expansion method #15–17$, or the relativistic
Lagrangian approach #18,19$. It is shown that the relativistic
post-Zel’dovich approximation, a second-order extension of
the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
the nonlinear evolution of the density contrast with higher
accuracy than conventional second-order theory #20$.
So far, however, these relativistic approaches are all re-

stricted to the irrotational dust. There has been no established
way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
integrals of the density and the vorticity in general relativity,
in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
suggests strongly that the Lagrangian condition allows us to
formulate a Lagrangian description in relativistic cosmology.
Under this condition, Sec. III presents a perturbative La-
grangian approach. A summary and discussion are given in
Sec. VI. For comparison, the vorticity in Newtonian cosmol-
ogy is discussed in Appendix A. Residual gauge freedoms in
the Lagrangian condition are clarified in Appendix B. Greek
indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. We
use units of c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF DUST FLUID

Let us consider a simple dust universe, in which the en-
ergy momentum tensor is written as

T%&"'u%u&. !2.1"

The conservation law T%&
;&"0 gives

' ;%u
%#'u%

;%"0, !2.2"

u%
;&u

&"0, !2.3"

which are called the continuity equation and the geodesic
equation, respectively.
The vorticity (% of the fluid flow is defined by #21$

()*
1

2
+)%&'u%u&;' , !2.4"

where +)%&' denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

+0123"1/!$g and g*det(g%&). From the geodesic equation
!2.3", we obtain the propagation equation for the vorticity
#21$:

(%
;&u

&#u&
;&(%"u%

;&(&. !2.5"

Using Eq. (2.2), we have

! (%

' "
;&

u&"u ;&
% ! (&

' " , !2.6"

which may be called the relativistic Beltrami equation #cf.
Eq. !A10" in Appendix A$.
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We develop Lagrangian perturbation theory in general relativistic cosmology, which enables us to take into

account the vortical effect of dust matter. Under the Lagrangian representation of fluid flow, the propagation

equation for the vorticity as well as the density is exactly solved. Based on this, the coupling between the

density and vorticity is clarified in a nonperturbative way. The relativistic correspondence to the Lagrangian

perturbation theory in Newtonian cosmology is also emphasized. #S0556-2821!99"03612-7$
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluids in the expanding universe is of

great importance in cosmology. For investigating such dy-
namics, the Newtonian treatment is often used as a good
approximation for the region l/L!1, where l is the scale of
fluctuations of fluids and L corresponds to the Hubble radius
#1$. In Newtonian cosmology, Lagrangian perturbation
theory in a dust universe has been developed for nonlinear
density fluctuations, up to the caustic formation #2–5$. In
order to take into account the relativistic correction to the
Newtonian dynamics, the cosmological post-Newtonian ap-
proximation has been formulated #6,7$. Furthermore, in the
cosmological post-Newtonian approximation, Lagrangian
perturbation theory has been also discussed #8,9$. Such a
treatment beyond the Newtonian approximation may become
important not only because of theoretical interest but also
because of the recent progress in observational cosmology.
For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey !SDSS" aims at a
deep survey over several hundred Mpc #10$, in which it is
not clear whether the Newtonian treatment is sufficient for
such a large area.
Relativistic theories of linear perturbations have been de-

veloped #1,11,12$. A second-order extension of relativistic
perturbation theory has been also developed #13$. However,
they still depend on the assumption that the density fluctua-
tion is small. In order to overcome the drawbacks, several
perturbative approaches for nonlinear dynamics have been
proposed, which are based on the fluid flow approach #14$,
the gradient expansion method #15–17$, or the relativistic
Lagrangian approach #18,19$. It is shown that the relativistic
post-Zel’dovich approximation, a second-order extension of
the relativistic Lagrangian approach, successfully expresses
the nonlinear evolution of the density contrast with higher
accuracy than conventional second-order theory #20$.
So far, however, these relativistic approaches are all re-

stricted to the irrotational dust. There has been no established
way of calculating the nonlinear evolution of the density
fluctuation without such limitation. Our paper is aimed at
adding to the knowledge in the literature by presenting a
relativistic framework of such a calculation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
integrals of the density and the vorticity in general relativity,
in simple manner using the Lagrangian condition. This fact
suggests strongly that the Lagrangian condition allows us to
formulate a Lagrangian description in relativistic cosmology.
Under this condition, Sec. III presents a perturbative La-
grangian approach. A summary and discussion are given in
Sec. VI. For comparison, the vorticity in Newtonian cosmol-
ogy is discussed in Appendix A. Residual gauge freedoms in
the Lagrangian condition are clarified in Appendix B. Greek
indices run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. We
use units of c"1.

II. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF DUST FLUID

Let us consider a simple dust universe, in which the en-
ergy momentum tensor is written as

T%&"'u%u&. !2.1"

The conservation law T%&
;&"0 gives
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which are called the continuity equation and the geodesic
equation, respectively.
The vorticity (% of the fluid flow is defined by #21$
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+)%&'u%u&;' , !2.4"

where +)%&' denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

+0123"1/!$g and g*det(g%&). From the geodesic equation
!2.3", we obtain the propagation equation for the vorticity
#21$:
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;&(&. !2.5"

Using Eq. (2.2), we have
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which may be called the relativistic Beltrami equation #cf.
Eq. !A10" in Appendix A$.
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(Newton)

h!exp! " dP

!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as

! h'$

s
#
;%

u%

h
!! u$

h
#
;%

h'%

s
. "2.10#

To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply

"s!#g # ,0!0. "2.13#

Therefore,

s"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
s"x,t0#. "2.14#

The relativistic Beltrami equation "2.10# also becomes sim-
ply

! h' i

s
#
,0

!0, "2.15#

which is integrated to give

h' i

s
!
h' i

s
$
t0

. "2.16#

This is also expressed as

h' i"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
h' i"x,t0#. "2.17#

The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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Exactly solved (formally)

The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:

G!"u
!u"!3! ȧ

a
" 2"2 ȧ

a
%3ḢL"/2ḢT&

#
2

a2
! ȧ
a

/2B"/2HL" , %3.6&

G!"u
!P"

i!#2!HL"
ȧ

a
B "

,i

.

"
1

2
/2! ḣ i# 1

a2
bi"

#2! ȧ
a
" .bi , %3.7&
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The Einstein equations are decomposed with respect to

the fluid flow as follows:

G!"u
!u"!8#G$ , %2.7&

G!"u
!P"

'!0, %2.8&

G!"P
!

'P
"

(!0, %2.9&

where P!
" is the projection tensor,

P!
")*!

""u!u" . %2.10&

So far the treatment is fully covariant. In the following,

we adopt the Lagrangian condition %e.g., +22,&, in which the
components of the matter four-velocity take the values of

u!!%1,0,0,0&. %2.11&

Under this condition, we immediately have g00!#1 and
u!!(#1,g0i). Furthermore, since the geodesic equation
%2.3& under the Lagrangian condition simply tells u! ,0!0,
ui(!g0i) are functions of spatial coordinates only:

ui!ui%x&, and g0i!g0i%x&. %2.12&

In the Lagrangian description, the continuity equation %2.2&
is simply

%$!#g & ,0!0. %2.13&

Therefore,

$%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
$%x,t0&. %2.14&

Under the Lagrangian condition, the determinant of the met-

ric tensor can be expressed as

g!#%1"- i jg0ig0 j&det%gi j&, %2.15&

where - i j is the inverse of the spatial metric gi j . The rela-

tivistic Beltrami equation %2.6& also becomes simply

! .!

$ "
,0

!0, %2.16&

which is integrated to give

. i

$
!

. i

$ #
t0

. %2.17&

This is also expressed as

. i%x,t &!!g%x,t0&

g%x,t &
. i%x,t0&. %2.18&

The .0 component is not independent of . i. Using the rela-

tion .!u!!0, we obtain

.0!g0i.
i. %2.19&

The result, Eq. %2.17&, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the density enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the density grows larger and larger

%i.e., in the collapsing region&, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in linear perturbation theory. It should also be em-

phasized that our results, Eqs. %2.14& and %2.17&, in the fully
general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to those in

the Newtonian case +see Eqs. %A7& and %A13& in Appendix
A,.

III. PERTURBATIVE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the density and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. %2.14& and
%2.18&, show that $ and . i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

In this section, we solve the metric perturbatively. We as-

sume that the background is a spatially flat Friedmann-

Lemaître-Robertson-Walker %FLRW& universe. The exten-
sion to the spatially nonflat case must be a straightforward

task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i%x&"bi%x&,

gi j!a2%* i j"2HL* i j"2HT ,i j"%hi , j"h j ,i&"2Hi j&,
%3.1&

where B ,HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector %transverse& mode, and Hi j is the tensor

%transverse-traceless& mode satisfying

b ,i
i !0, %3.2&

h ,i
i !0, %3.3&

Hi
i!0, %3.4&

Hi j
, j!0. %3.5&

Raising and lowering the indices of the perturbed quantities

are done by * i j and * i j . Using the perturbed metric, Eq.
%3.1&, the general expression for the perturbed Einstein tensor
up to linear order is as follows:

G!"u
!u"!3! ȧ

a
" 2"2 ȧ

a
%3ḢL"/2ḢT&

#
2

a2
! ȧ
a

/2B"/2HL" , %3.6&

G!"u
!P"

i!#2!HL"
ȧ

a
B "

,i

.

"
1

2
/2! ḣ i# 1

a2
bi"

#2! ȧ
a
" .bi , %3.7&
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h!exp! " dP

!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as

! h'$

s
#
;%

u%

h
!! u$

h
#
;%

h'%

s
. "2.10#

To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply

"s!#g # ,0!0. "2.13#

Therefore,

s"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
s"x,t0#. "2.14#

The relativistic Beltrami equation "2.10# also becomes sim-
ply

! h' i

s
#
,0

!0, "2.15#

which is integrated to give

h' i

s
!
h' i

s
$
t0

. "2.16#

This is also expressed as

h' i"x,t #!!g"x,t0#

g"x,t #
h' i"x,t0#. "2.17#

The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:

G$%u
$u%!8/G! , "3.1#

G$%u
$&%

)!0, "3.2#

G$%&$
)&%

*!8/GP&)* . "3.3#

The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with

(0123!1/!#g and g+det(g$%). Then, Beltrami’s equation

for the vorticity is written as
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To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate
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where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
In the Lagrangian description, the entropy conservation

equation "2.7# is simply
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Therefore,
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This is also expressed as
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The '0 component is not independent of ' i: From '$u$
!0, we obtain

'0!g0i'
i. "2.18#

The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:
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$u%!8/G! , "3.1#
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The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j
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where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
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"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying
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h!exp! " dP

!"P
# . "2.6#

Then, the conservation law is reexpressed as

"su$# ;$!0, "2.7#

u$;%u
%"" ln h # ,%&$

% !0. "2.8#

Furthermore, we define the vorticity as

'$!
1

2
($)*&u)u*;& , "2.9#

where ($)*& denotes the complete antisymmetric tensor with
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To this point the treatment is fully covariant. In the fol-

lowing, we introduce the Lagrangian coordinate

x$!", ,xi#, "2.11#

where , is the proper time and xi is constant along the fluid
flow. This gives us the Lagrangian condition "e.g., -12.#, in
which the matter four-velocity takes components of

u$!"1,0,0,0#. "2.12#

Under this condition, we have g00!#1 and u$!(#1,g0i).
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The result, Eq. "2.16#, tells us that the vorticity is coupled
to the entropy enhancement and vice versa. In particular, if

the vorticity does not vanish exactly at an initial time, the

vorticity will blow up as the entropy grows larger and larger

"i.e., in the collapsing region#, even if it has only the decay-
ing mode in the linear perturbation theory. It should also be

emphasized that our results, Eqs. "2.14# and "2.16#, in the
fully general relativistic treatment precisely correspond to

those in the Newtonian case.

III. PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

In the previous section, we solved exactly the equations

for the entropy and the vorticity. The results, Eqs. "2.14# and
"2.17#, show that s and ' i are completely written in terms of

the determinant of the metric tensor and their initial values.

Here, we shall obtain the metric perturbatively at the linear

order.

The Einstein equation is decomposed with respect to the

fluid flow:
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The Euler equation "2.8# is rewritten as

"hui# ,0"h ,i!0. "3.4#

We assume that the background is a spatially flat

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker "FLRW# universe.

The extension to the spatially nonflat case must be a straight-

forward task. The perturbed metric is decomposed into

g0i!B ,i"x#"bi"x#,

gi j!a2„0 i j"2HL0 i j"2HT ,i j

""hi , j"h j ,i#"2Hi j…, "3.5#

where B , HL , and HT are scalar mode quantities, bi and hi
are the vector "transverse# mode, and Hi j is the tensor

"transverse-traceless# mode satisfying

bi ,i!0, "3.6#

hi ,i!0, "3.7#

Hi
i!0, "3.8#

Hi j
, j!0. "3.9#

Raising and lowering indices of the perturbed quantities are

done by 0 i j and 0 i j .
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The three-dimensional volume V of a compact domain D on a t = const hyper-
surface is

V =
!

D

!
! d3x, (10)

where
! = det(!ij). (11)

Here, V is considered to be a volume su!ciently large that we can assume periodic
boundary conditions.

The scale factor a(t) is defined from the volume expansion rate of the uni-
verse:6),7)

3
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a
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V
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1
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1
2
!ij !̇kj
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! d3x. (12)

Next, we introduce the averaging procedure7)

#A$ " 1
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D
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! d3x. (13)

With this, we find

3
ȧ

a
= #NKi

i$. (14)

Then we define V i
j as

V i
j " NKi

j %
ȧ

a
"i

j , (15)

which represents the deviation from uniform Hubble flow. With these definitions,
one can show #V i

i$ = 0.
Averaging the Einstein equations, we obtain

"
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3
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#(V i
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jV
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i$ +

1
3
#NN |i

|i + ṄKi
i$. (17)

We assume the matter of the universe to be irrotational dust. Then, the energy-
momentum tensor is written

Tµ! = $uµu! , (18)

where uµ is the four velocity of the fluid flow.
Up to this point, the treatment is fully general and exact. In order to evaluate

the R.H.S. of Eqs. (16) and (17), we need the actual metric of the inhomogeneous
universe. We can proceed further either with an exact analytic approach employ-
ing a class of exact inhomogeneous cosmological solutions or with an approximate
treatment of the inhomogeneous metric obtained perturbatively. In the comoving
synchronous gauge, i.e., that with N = 1, uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), an exact analytical treat-
ment of Eqs. (16) and (17) has been carried out by one of the present authors.6),7)

It has been shown that there exists a class of exact inhomogeneous solutions that
are, nevertheless, homogeneous and isotropic on average, with no backreaction to

Σ 
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due to the nonlinear backreaction, we must carefully elucidate the construction of a
FLRW model with a mean density which obeys the equation of state (EOS) for dust
matter. Otherwise, we would be misled to conclude that a “correction” appears as
a deviation from an averaged FLRW model, although the averaged matter energy
density in such a model does not necessarily satisfy the EOS for dust matter.

Here we attempt to clear up this confusion by carefully constructing an averaged
FLRW model in the framework of general relativity. Because there is no unique
choice of the averaged spacetime in the inhomogeneous universe, we take the point
of view that the averaged density of the matter is conserved in a large comoving
volume. Our choice seems natural and the most suitable for describing the averaged
FLRW model with a mean density that satisfies the EOS for dust matter. The
purpose of this Letter is to show that the nonlinear backreaction neither accelerates
nor decelerates the cosmic expansion in a matter-dominated universe. It is also
shown that the backreaction behaves like a small positive curvature term. We show
that the conclusion does not depend on the definition of the averaging procedure.

We restrict out study to the case of a vanishing shift vector, i.e., N i = 0. The
line element is written as

ds2 = !(Ndt)2 + !ijdxidxj . (1)

The unit vector normal to a hypersurface foliated by t = const is denoted by

nµ =
!

1
N

, 0, 0, 0
"

. (2)

The extrinsic curvature is defined as

Ki
j "

1
2N

!ik !̇kj , (3)

where the dot denotes di!erentiation with respect to time. The Einstein equation is
reduced to the Hamiltonian constraint, the momentum constraint and (the trace of)
the evolution equation as21)
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|i = !4"GN(E + S), (6)

where (3)R is the 3-dimensional Ricci scalar curvature, | represents the 3-dimensional
covariant derivative, and we have

E = Tµ!n
µn! =

1
N2

T00, (7)

Ji = !Tµin
µ =

1
N

T0i, (8)

S = Tij!
ij . (9)
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The three-dimensional volume V of a compact domain D on a t = const hyper-
surface is

V =
!

D

!
! d3x, (10)

where
! = det(!ij). (11)

Here, V is considered to be a volume su!ciently large that we can assume periodic
boundary conditions.

The scale factor a(t) is defined from the volume expansion rate of the uni-
verse:6),7)

3
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1
2
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Next, we introduce the averaging procedure7)
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j , (15)

which represents the deviation from uniform Hubble flow. With these definitions,
one can show #V i

i$ = 0.
Averaging the Einstein equations, we obtain
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|i + ṄKi
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We assume the matter of the universe to be irrotational dust. Then, the energy-
momentum tensor is written

Tµ! = $uµu! , (18)

where uµ is the four velocity of the fluid flow.
Up to this point, the treatment is fully general and exact. In order to evaluate

the R.H.S. of Eqs. (16) and (17), we need the actual metric of the inhomogeneous
universe. We can proceed further either with an exact analytic approach employ-
ing a class of exact inhomogeneous cosmological solutions or with an approximate
treatment of the inhomogeneous metric obtained perturbatively. In the comoving
synchronous gauge, i.e., that with N = 1, uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), an exact analytical treat-
ment of Eqs. (16) and (17) has been carried out by one of the present authors.6),7)

It has been shown that there exists a class of exact inhomogeneous solutions that
are, nevertheless, homogeneous and isotropic on average, with no backreaction to
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the cosmic expansion. Approximate approaches in the form of perturbative analy-
ses have also been performed in several gauges, and some modifications have been
reported with apparent discrepancies among those works.5),10) In order to clear up
this confusion, in the following, we re-examine the approximate approach and solve
Eqs. (16) and (17) perturbatively by iteration.

Let us start from the Einstein-de Sitter background as the zeroth-order solu-
tion, for simplicity. Next, we obtain the first-order inhomogeneous solution from
the linearized Einstein equation. It is su!cient to consider the cosmological post-
Newtonian metric at linear order,3)–5), 11)

ds2 = ! (1 + 2!(x)) dt2 + a2 (1 ! 2!(x)) "ij dxidxj , (19)

where "ij denotes the Kronecker delta. From the Einstein equation at linear order,
we obtain

!,ii =
3
2
ȧ2

!
# ! #b

#b
+ 2!

"
, (20)

vi " ui

u0
= ! 2

3aȧ
!,i, (21)

where #b is the background density, and contraction has been taken with "ij . Note
that Eq. (19), together with Eqs. (20) and (21), represents the first-order solution of
the Einstein equation in the Newtonian gauge.

Once we obtain the first-order solution, we can perform the iteration to solve
Eqs. (16) and (17) at the next order. Using the first-order solution to the R.H.S. of
Eqs. (16) and (17), and retaining up to quadratic order in !, the averaged Einstein
equation becomes !

ȧ

a

"2

=
8$G

3
#T00$ +

1
a2

#!,i!,i$, (22)

ä

a
= !4$G

3
#T00 + #ba

2v2$ ! 1
3a2

#!,i!,i$, (23)

where v2 = "ijvivj .
Equation (22) seems to indicate that the nonlinear backreaction expressed by the

second term on the R.H.S. might increase the expansion rate. However, this is not
the case. In order to obtain the correct result, we have to determine the mean energy
density #̄ of dust matter. Most previous works do not give careful consideration of
this point. The mean density must satisfy

˙̄# + 3
ȧ

a
#̄ = 0. (24)

Without this consideration, the backreaction cannot be properly related to a devia-
tion from the Hubble expansion driven by the mean density. Clearly, #T00$ does not
act as #̄.

In order to guarantee that #̄ satisfies Eq. (24), we have to define the mean density
as

#̄ " #T00$ + #ba
2#v2$ +

1
4$Ga2

#!,i!,i$ = #T00$ +
5

12$Ga2
#!,i!,i$, (25)

cosmological PN metric 
(1st order) 
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where we have used Eq. (21) to rewrite the term containing !v2" as that with !!,i!,i".
The quantity "̄ is uniquely determined in this form under the following conditions:
1) it is expressed as a linear combination of the terms appearing on the R.H.S. of
Eqs. (16) and (17); 2) it satisfies Eq. (24). If these conditions are satisfied, then
Eqs. (22) and (23) can be rewritten as

!
ȧ

a

"2

=
8#G

3
"̄ # 1

9a2
!!,i!,i", (26)

ä

a
= #4#G

3
"̄. (27)

It is thus seen that we can safely call the second term on the R.H.S. of Eq. (26) the
nonlinear backreaction.

Equations (26) and (27) reveal the following points.
• The nonlinear backreaction neither accelerates nor decelerates the cosmic ex-

pansion. In other words, the cosmic acceleration ä/a is determined merely by
the mean density.

• The nonlinear backreaction reduces the expansion rate ȧ/a.
• The nonlinear backreaction is proportional to a!2 in the averaged Friedmann

equation. Hence, it behaves as a (small) positive curvature term in the Fried-
mann model. This correction might be measured in future space observations,
such as a Planck mission.

It should be noted that Eqs. (26) and (27) do not rely on averaging procedures,
though the explicit form of the mean density does. For instance, one may simply
use !A" $ V !1

#
Ad3x.4) Changes induced by using a di!erent averaging scheme

occur simultaneously only inside "̄ of Eqs. (26) and (27). Furthermore, the nonlinear
backreaction term is invariant to second order with respect to the choice of the
averaging procedure.

It is worthwhile mentioning gauge issues in the backreaction problem. One may
wonder what happens under a di!erent gauge condition. The comoving synchronous
(CS) gauge has been employed to investigate the influence of the backreaction on
quantities used to determine the age of the universe10) based on the relativistic
version of a Zeldovich-type approximation.8),9) Using the CS gauge, one can obtain
equations similar to Eqs. (26) and (27). Hence, we reach the conclusion that there
is no change in the cosmic acceleration, and the averaged Hubble equation has a
positive spatial curvature as a correction. Therefore, it is strongly suggested that
the above conclusion is valid for any choice of the gauge. In practice, only the
post-Newtonian-type and CS gauges have been employed in previous studies of the
nonlinear backreaction problem, as far as the present authors are aware. With this
in mind, our conclusion should be considered seriously.

Finally, we make a few comments on related works that have appeared recently.
In §3 of Ref. 22), Ishibashi and Wald give an argument concerning the e!ect of the
backreaction, employing an averaging. In spite of their statement that they “point
out that our universe appears to be described very accurately on all scales by a
Newtonianly perturbed FLRW metric”, they restrict their analysis to the comoving

In this case,
averaged Einstein Eq

Non apparent acceleration
Kasai, HA, Futamase, 
PTP115, 827(2006)



averaged Einstein Eq

Decreasing acceleration
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PTP117, 183(2007)

with Λ
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